The Cloud Equalizer:

Restoring Data Centers' Competitive Advantage

There’s a gap between the big cloud service providers and data centers.
If you’re a data center provider, perhaps you’ve noticed it: a gap between the services
they’re offering their customers, and the services you’re offering.
Sure, it’s valuable for a data center provider to offer its customers hosting and
management services closer to their places of business. Yes, data cannot travel through
a fiber optic cable faster than the speed of light, so the less cable that’s involved in
connecting customers to their data, the better. And yes, customers are not just asking for
more options, products, and services, but for many options to be left open for change
down the road. The “multicloud” promise, they’ve been told, is for a free market where
competition for services keeps prices low, so vendor lock-in should be avoided.
Yet when a data center provider offers its customers direct connectivity to one of the
big three cloud providers, bypassing the public internet, it’s the cloud provider that
seizes the spotlight from that point forward. They define what the customer experience
should be. They plan the routes for the customer journey through their applications,
services, and workload deployment mechanisms. They face the customer directly and
become the customer’s point of contact.
Who let the big three take the driver’s seat of the data center industry? And when did
the private data center settle for the passenger seat? The cloud has the edge – at least
in the enterprise’s mindset. Fiber optic connectivity provided by the data centers, as
the big three cloud providers see it, is simply an on-ramp to their cloud offerings.
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The Cloud Conundrum
What makes the public cloud appealing to customers is instantaneous availability. Critical
applications are easily provisioned in a day rather than a month. Software and services
are manageable, easing the burden on developers and DevOps personnel to manage
lifecycles. And the managed cloud provider owns, manages, and troubleshoots all the
hardware – all while meeting a quality-of-service level that is surprisingly lower than what
customers expect from their traditional data centers.
Whether by accident or design – though most likely by design – data center providers are
put at a competitive disadvantage. Many try to compete by incorporating fiber connectivity
with cloud providers into their value propositions. But even this higher-grade of
connectivity introduces latency and data sovereignty issues that are difficult to overcome.
What’s more, customers lose the advantage of having the hubs for their services nearby, or
in a particular locale, since the big three “availability zones” can span half a continent.
When public cloud services first became available, analysts immediately predicted the
demise of the data center. Analysts have a tendency to perceive any new technology as a
bright, glowing streetlight, and customers as moths that will inevitably be drawn to it. The
reality has been that while the cloud service industry has grown rapidly, the data center
industry has not been abandoned en masse. Indeed data centers are thriving.
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Data center providers: You earned your business relationships with your clients for solid
reasons. Naturally, their needs are evolving, their business models are changing – or
being changed by a perfect storm of unforeseen circumstances. The specifications for the
systems that fulfill those requirements are more challenging to meet than ever before. But
your business relationships are still there, and there’s no reason for those clients not to
keep growing their business with you.
Your needs are evolving too. Your clients need a reliable network with a resilient
infrastructure. And so do you.

The Ridge Proposition
Ridge is a revolutionary cloud platform company founded by entrepreneurs whose
experience spans the world’s most innovative networking and networked applications
companies, including Akamai. Ridge is building both a new kind of public cloud platform
and assembling a network of data center providers to host this platform.
The Ridge Cloud gives data centers the tools and resources they previously lacked to win
back customer business from the big three cloud providers. On this platform, private data
centers become Ridge partners. Through the Ridge Cloud:
• The data center provider has the opportunity to offer its customers the same
managed services, at the same scale, as the big three.
• Data center customers now have points of presence in every location around the
world where Ridge is also present (currently 80+ regions and growing), expanding
their geographical footprint.
• Other partners’ customers on the Ridge Cloud can deploy services on the data
center’s platform with no additional effort.
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Here is the key distinction: The data center’s customer stays the data center’s customer.
With the turn of a key, a Ridge partner data center can be enrolled into a location-aware
system spanning the entire planet. This system places applications, storage, connectivity,
and security precisely where they need to be – anywhere the customer needs them.
Locality is the missing piece in data center providers’ competitive portfolios. From day one,
a data center becomes capable of hosting customer applications, giving it opportunities to
provide managed deployment experiences for customers in a way it couldn’t before.
Currently, the Ridge Cloud is comprised of three core services:
1. Ridge Container Service (RCS), which provides the tools developers and IT teams
expect for deploying cloud-native applications on a highly distributed platform at
large scale – but through the private data center, at the larger scale that IT expects.
A developer can now deploy a workload not just in two or three cloud availability
zones, but in more than 100 cities.
2. Ridge Managed Kubernetes (RKS) for provisioning and executing the latest cloudnative applications, with a turnkey deployment model for end users. This enables
users to build containerized applications for wide, redundant distribution over a
broad array of cluster nodes. Now users have the scale of public cloud distribution,
all managed, maintained, and metered on a local level by the data center provider.
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Without writing a line of code, a Ridge
partner data center can be enrolled into
a location-aware system spanning the
entire planet.
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From the developer’s perspective, RKS resembles a public cloud-based deployment
platform like Amazon EKS or Azure AKS. Indeed, it is a cloud platform, and it is public.
But it’s sourced at a local level, and its nodes are managed by Ridge partners around
the world. Now, a data center can offer its customers managed services with easy
provisioning, at the scale they need to be deployed – without having to toss those
customers over the wall to public cloud providers. That’s a huge difference from just
reselling a managed Kubernetes service.
3. Ridge Storage Services (RSS) for distributed object storage, which enables a
network-wide file system, wrapping data elements with unique constructs that make
them distributable throughout the network, while retaining security and integrity.
RKS offers customers of private data centers fully managed Kubernetes clusters, deployed
on their own systems and in Ridge partner data centers anywhere in the world, with as
fast as one-day setup. Those customers may be assured of full compliance, adherence
to governance mandates and industry standards, as well as compliance with laws and
regulations of the POPs’ respective countries. By centralizing the management and
provisioning of these services on one console, each Ridge point-of-presence reaps the full
benefit of every local and global deployment.
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A Future for Massively Distributed Systems
Suddenly, a world of possibilities opens up for customers of data center who want to
better reach their users with faster response times, deterministic service availability, and
concrete data security. For customers with worldwide presence, including divisions and
branch offices throughout Europe, the Middle East, and Asia, this is a game changer.
● Once signed on, a new Ridge partner gains the ability to offer customers its full
Ridge Cloud offering regardless of the existing underlying cloud management
system (including VMware, OpenStack, and any proprietary system and bare metal
clouds) the very next day. It’s the scale of deployment which customers would
typically move out to the big three.
● A customer who has already deployed workloads and data in one facility can, at any
time and for any reason, deploy the same workload in another Ridge partner facility
halfway around the world. Using the Ridge platform’s API, it’s a turnkey action for
that customer to distribute a workload originally launched in a data center facility in
Secaucus, New Jersey, in a Ridge partner data center in Malaysia. That remote facility
will be assured of adhering to national and international regulations and standards
for privacy, compliance, and data exchange. This relationship also benefits the
Secaucus facility when a Ridge partner’s Malaysian customer spins up services in New
Jersey.
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●T
 he data center remains the customer’s point-of-contact and account manager –
not one of the big three, and not Ridge – even when that data center’s IT teams are
ordering the provisioning of virtual infrastructure in Malaysia or Ireland. The customer
still pays through the data center’s account management and portals, on the data
center provider’s terms, and the revenue sharing arrangement is worked out from
there.
With the sheer size of a public cloud provider’s availability zones, distributed applications
or microservices may or may not take advantage of their location and proximity to
customers and end users. Now users can see where their applications are running, and
how well they’re performing in real-time.
At last, planetary presence can be offered at a local level. And with zero upfront capital
investment on the part of the data center provider.
Ridge is building a massively distributed cloud for the data center industry. To join
the Ridge partner network in your area and access all the places worldwide that your
customers want to be, start at ridge.co.
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